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Abstract

Home automation is an area that has been growing, although the lack of flexible solutions that
allow interoperation between different technologies is evident. The DomoBus system aims to address
these issues. This dissertation presents a proposal of a user interface, adaptable and flexible, for the
DomoBus system. This system provides for the use of touchscreen devices in any room of a housing,
allowing them to work as a replacement of traditional switches or other devices. The emergence of
very low cost tablets makes this approach feasible, contributing for a hight flexibility solution that
can be less costly than other technological solutions. Throughout this work, there were analyzed
different solutions available on the market, in order to develop an innovative solution. The developed
interface automatically adapts to each DomoBus system requiring only access to its XML specification.
Additionally, it is configurable and adjustable to individual preferences, allowing a local interaction
relatively to a division or an overall housing access. During the development, and to facilitate testing,
a simple simulator of DomoBus devices and a communication library that implements the DomoBus
protocol were implemented. The interface was tested and validated using several settings, and it was
found that it met the defined requirements. Additionally user tests were conducted. The results showed
that the interface is functional and easy to use. Based on results and the collected user points of view
there were identified some improvements that can be implemented in the future.
Keywords: domotics, user interface, adaptable interface, tablet, XML

1. Introduction

The technological advances in the last years brought
to society new ways of interacting with the world,
contributing for a significant improvement in qual-
ity of life. The informatics is an application area
that brought a lot of those improvements. Today
electronic devices are ubiquitous and they are part
of our lives.

Our homes had also evolved with the technol-
ogy and, nowadays, they have a vast quantity of
devices. They also became more intelligent and au-
tomated in order to provide us a better quality of
life. Domotics is the area that focus in home au-
tomation. This term appeared in the end of the
XX century and derives from the word Domus, that
means house and the word telematic that refers to
informatics.

The early days of domotics weren’t attractive to
consumers mainly due to the high costs associated.
Although, with the technological advances and the
reducing of technology costs, the domotics had been
more and more accepted by users.

A domotic system is only achieved with de-
vice interactions. This interaction is performed
using protocols and technologies such as X10[14],

CEBus (ANSI/EIA600)[10] (Consumer Eletronics
Bus), LonWorks (ANSI/EIA 709.1-A)[8], KNX[11],
successor of EIB[9] (European Installation Bus) and
other standard protocols. There are other propri-
etary protocols that are developed by some com-
panies that offer integrated solutions. Most of the
time these proprietary solutions do not offer com-
patibility with other solutions because of their mar-
keting strategy. It is a big disadvantage for the user
point of view because he is limited to a set of com-
patible manufacturers. Most of the time these solu-
tions are built from scratch to a specific technology,
requiring specialized technicians. This factors can
also difficult system changes, thus being inflexible
solutions.

The domotic market lacks of flexible and com-
patible solutions. Because of that some users think
that these systems are very complex and difficult
to operate. The flexibility is a extremely important
factor in this kind of systems due to the fact that
the user needs may change during time. The system
should offer a easy and economic way to be adapted
to the new changes.

To address those issues, several solutions such
as DomoBus [12] started to appear. With a vast
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number of protocols is difficult to implement solu-
tions that use different protocols, since they are not
compatible with each other. The DomoBus system
emerged aiming to ease the communication process
between the devices and at the same time offer a
layer of abstraction allowing to develop new func-
tionalities. DomoBus is based on a dynamic de-
scription of the domotic system, using technologies
like XML - eXtensible Markup Language, allowing
for a greater flexibility.

As the system, the user interface is also impor-
tant. It is the interface that the user interacts with
the system and, because of that, it needs to be func-
tional. The most existent solutions the interface is
inflexible and, most of the times, it is built for a
specific situation offering low functionality.

On the other hand, systems like DomoBus, in or-
der to maintain its flexibility, the interface should
also be dynamic and adaptable. This situation
raises the level of complexity during its developing
phase. This occurs since the interface should, at the
same, time reflect the user changes, maintaining its
functionalities.

The dynamic generation of interfaces is the main
topic of this work and it is focused on a particular
domotic system called DomoBus.

This work aims, at the fist place, to understand
what is the state of the art regarding domotics. A
set of systems is analyzed to understand what are
their main strong and weak points and what are
the functionalities offered to the user. It is also im-
portant to understand what types of interfaces are
available and what are their level of customization
and flexibility.

Then it is intended to specify and develop an user
interface for DomoBus. This interface should be
able to build itself in a dynamic way and be able to
adapt to any DomoBus system, in the sense that,
it is only necessary to specify a generic system de-
scription and the interface is built and configured.
The interface should also be customizable by the
user. In order to be effective, a model should be
specified to express the customization rules.

This interface should also be able to communicate
with other devices, using a well defined protocol
from DomoBus.

In order to evaluate the interface functionality, a
set of user tests will be performed. They will also
allow to understand what are the main issues with
the interface and which functionalities should be
added in the future in order to improve the solution.

The main goal is to build a complete and highly
flexible, customizable and robust solution that can
suite the needs of users, bridging faults in the do-
motic market.

2. State of the Art
Loxone [3] is a solution that has a centralized ar-
chitecture and it is based on modules in order to
extend system functionalities. It offers two solu-
tions. One is focused on new installations in pre-
pared buildings with prepared electrical and net-
work infrastructures. The other solution is aimed
to retrofitting. This solution can be a little more
expensive since it is based on separate modules and
some modules can reach easily 200e.

It offers web based interfaces and mobile device
interfaces. On both the visualization capabilities
regarding historical graphs such as in the Figure 1
and the access to devices by divisions and categories
is good. In the mobile application there are some
incomplete functionalities and it does not have mul-
tilingual support. It is only available in German.
Other functionalities include the interactive repre-
sentation of energy flows. For instance, if the user
has a renewable energy source, the interface can tell
if the energy is being sold to the electrical grid.

Figure 1: Temperature history

OpenHab [4] is a very interesting solution mainly
because it is open-source and free. Like the previ-
ous solution, it is also centralized ant it could com-
promise the system scalability and flexibility. One
of the greatest advantages of this system is that it
allows the user to build flexible rules such as the
flowing.

import org.openhab.core.library.types.*

rule demo

when

Item lights received command OFF

then

say(‘‘Lights off.’’)

end

Although this process requires knowledge in dif-
ferent areas such as programming and logic ant it
could be a problem for most of the users.
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This system was built under JAVA that allows
the user to freely build it’s own system since JAVA
is multi platform. This could also bee seen as a
disadvantage since JAVA requires a virtual machine
to run thus requiring more resources.

The provided user interfaces is simple and not
very customizable. The devices are structured ac-
cording to its floor and then by its division like in
Figure 2. An interesting functionality is to group
devices by categories, for instance, every device that
is on, and then perform actions to all of them at the
same time.

Figure 2: OpenHab - Android User Interface

The solution Computer Zen - Home Automa-
tion [2] is different from the others since this is a
user specific solution. “Since no two people are the
same, we individualize our home automation sys-
tems to your unique needs.” This can bring ad-
vantages from the point of view of the user, since
he can have a specific system, developed based on
his needs. Although this kind of solutions tend to
be much more expensive and also inflexible. If the
user needs to change the system, technicians will be
required bringing more costs.

This solution provides different approaches for
user interface such as dedicated touchscreen de-
vices, PC and mobile device applications. A mo-
bile application is presented in Figure [2]. The cus-
tomization is possible in some of them but requires
new paid software.

At last there is HEIMA which is a concept of an
interface that stands out by its simplicity an bay
being minimalist. A positive aspect of this interface
is that it has a dedicated notification area that is
always visible and a menu that allows easy access
to the different categories of devices. This interface
doesn’t allow to filter the devices by division and
floor and doesn’t allow any customization.

The Figure 4 illustrates the design of this inter-
face. In the center of the figure some device prop-
erties are presented. From the picture it may be
possible to choose which property is shown. It is
also possible to check which users are in or out of
home.

Figure 3: Computer Zen - Android User Interface

Figure 4: Interface HEIMA

From the previous solutions, and after a deeper
analysis, it is possible to conclude that the most of
them offer user interfaces with more or less function-
alities and interesting characteristics. The flexibil-
ity of this interfaces is very low or inexistent, pro-
viding, in some cases, some grouping mechanisms
and different access modes such as by divisions or
categories. The customization capabilities of the
interfaces is also very low. The Computer Zen sys-
tem provided a solution to customize the interface
although it has an extra cost.

The domotic market clearly show sings of lacking
of flexible solutions.

3. Implementation
Since the mobile devices are increasingly accessi-
ble, this solution leverages the usage of a greater
number of devices that run the user interface and
that can be placed, ideally, on every division in the
household. By this way, the developed solution, in
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addiction to being able to control the household in
a generic way like other solutions, also includes a
operational mode dedicated to division control. In
this operational mode, the interface shows the most
used controls for that division, like, for instance,
turn on the lights or controlling the shutters. The
physical controls such as switches would be repre-
sented in the user interface and, thinking of a small
tablet placed on the entrance of each division like
a traditional switch, the user would only need to
touch in the virtual switch to tun on/off the lights.
This tablet would also be mobile and the user could
take it to a comfortable place and control the rest
of the household devices.

One of the greatest factors to motivate the use of
low cost tablets on each division to control the de-
vices instead of having traditional physical controls,
is the relation between the price and the offered
functionalities. If in a division the user wants to
control the temperature lights and shutters, a KNX
system could be used requiring at least three differ-
ent modules. Some of these modules are priced in
the range of hundreds of euros. It can be concluded
that those three modules can reach easily 300e.
The proposed solution, with a low cost tablet, al-
lows to reach a higher level of functionality with
lower costs.

This solution was developed to be used within
a DomoBus system. The flowing section describes
this system and it’s unique characteristics that al-
low it to reach higher levels of flexibility than the
solutions available in the market.

3.1. DomoBus
DomoBus is a academic framework that allows to
integrate in a distributed way a vast number of de-
vices, sensors and actuators. This framework serves
as a platform of development of new ideas and ap-
plications. The DomoBus has a distributed archi-
tecture that allows to reach a higher level of scala-
bility than other solutions in the market. By this
way, DomoBus aims to approach the Super Auto-
mated Homes.

The DomoBus architecture is divided essentially
in two levels which are the Control Level (CL) and
the Supervision Level (SL).

The control level is based on small control mod-
ules (CM) that can be installed on each division,
controlling a small set of devices, such as tempera-
tures sensors or home appliances. The supervision
level can be implemented in a distributed way, al-
lowing to communicate with a set of devices from
the control level. It also controls the system behav-
ior though a set of rules that can be defined by the
user. This level also allows to interact with devices
that implement different protocols such as X10 or
KNX, leveraging the DomoBus flexibility and pro-
moting the interoperability between systems.

The fact that this mode can be implemented in
a distributed way, allows it to achieve a higher load
balance and reliability.

The Control Level specifies a generic message sys-
tem [13]. These messages can be from three types,
which are get, set e notify.

The message get is useful to request the value of a
property of a device. A simple example is to obtain
the actual luminosity of a sensor. The message set
is used to set a device property value, such as turn
off a light. Finally, the message notify is automat-
ically transmitted by every devices when there is a
variation of a property. A simple example is a tem-
perature sensor. Each time there is a change in the
value of the property, a message notify is generated.
By this way it is prevented the constant use of get
messages to get the actual value of properties.

The DomoBus follows a generic model to de-
scribe a household and their devices [13]. This
generic model is represented using XML where the
devices can contain a variable number of properties
and classes since they are described as XML at-
tributes. The model contemplates three value types
to describe properties which are scalar, enumerated
that correspond to options, such as, on/off and Do-
moBus arrays that can contain any kind of data in
a form of a byte array.

The usage of a generic model expressed in XML,
enables the solution to reach a higher lever of flexi-
bility, allowing it to be adapted to a vast number of
situations. Any system description change is only
needed to be made in the XML file. The applica-
tions used in this context are developed in a generic
way being able to adapt to any system by just only
process the system XML specification.

This level of flexibility is a very important factor
in home automation systems that enables them to
express a solution that is as close as possible to
the user needs. Moreover the user needs and also
the devices, are constantly changing over time, thus
being important to have a flexible system.

3.2. Solution Architecture

The developed interface has two essential compo-
nents which are a Communication Module and a
XML Interpreter. The last one is subdivided in
two and one part is responsible for processing the
system XML description and the other is respon-
sible for processing the user interface settings, for
instance which items should be represented in the
interface, etc.

As expected the interface should process the same
XML system description of the system in order to
know which devices are available and what is the
household structure. By this way interface and sys-
tem can refer to the same device without equivoca-
tion.
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The XML definition is built in order to avoid re-
dundant data and optimize file size due to the fact
that the file could easily grow with the complexity
of the system. Moreover, the information must be
processed between the interface initialization which
can cause possible noticeable delays from the user
point of view. The device processing power and au-
tonomy is limited. Considering these facts, every
XML parser implements a XmlPullParser [1]. This
parser is very efficient compared to other such as
DOM - Document Object Model [5] and it is also
recommended by Android documentation.

While the file is processed, a system represen-
tation is created using implemented class models.
After processing the document a DomoBusSystem
structure is returned to the application enabling
faster and efficient access to all system components
such as devices, scenarios, divisions and others.

The user interface settings must also be pro-
cessed. The approach is similar and it is used the
same type of XML parser due to the same reasons.
These settings are also stored in XML. The speci-
fication didn’t previously exist, so it needed to be
created accordingly to the interface functionalities.

The specification have as root element the tag
<DomoBusSystemInterface>. This element have a
set of required attributes which are a ID, a Name. It
is also needed to specify a reference to the main sys-
tem using the attribute DomoBusSystemRef. The
last attribute enables the user to choose the default
starting interface mode by setting the attribute De-
faultInterfaceMode.

Every other elements must be declared inside this
root element and the specification doesn’t state a
predefined order.

The interface allows the user to specify personal-
ized icons that can be associated to devices, floors,
divisions, services and scenarios. The specification
is very similar amongst all of them. If the user
wants to customize an icon of a device he must spec-
ify the tag <Devices> and within tis tag specify the
icons for each device he wants to personalize using
the tag <Device> with the attributes RefDevice-
Type and BitmapDir. Those attributes specify the
device ID and the icon source, respectively. An ex-
ample is presented below.

<Devices>

<Device RefDeviceType="1"

BitmapDir="Devices/lamp.png"></Device>

<Device RefDeviceType="3"

BitmapDir="Devices/tv.png"></Device>

</Devices>

This personalization is optional and default val-
ues are applied if not present.

The analyzed configurations are related to the
General Mode. The Operational Mode, in order to
work properly, need to be configured by the user.
This interface mode is represented with a grid and,
on each cell, an item is specified. Each item repre-
sents a system device chosen by the user. The user
can specify the number of cells, which properties
are shown and if the item occupies more than one
row.

The grid is built based on the XML tag Grid.
Some attributes must be specified, such as the num-
ber of rows (Rows), columns (Columns) and the
item margins (ItemMargins). Inside the Grid tag
the user must specify the different Items. Each item
is described with the attributes RefDevice which
holds a reference for a device, the attributes Row
and Column and the attribute Rowspan. This at-
tribute works analogously to the tables properties
in HTML - HyperText Markup Language [6] and it
indicates how many lines the item occupies. The at-
tribute QuickSettings indicates if the user want to
add a shortcut to the Device Configuration Mode
by setting it to true or false. These last two at-
tributes are not mandatory. The last two attributes
are ShowName and BitmapDir. The first indicate
if the user wants to display the name of the device
and the last one specifies the background image for
the item.

For each item the user must choose which prop-
erties to represent in the interface. Inside each Item
a tag PropertiesToShow must be specified. Inside
that tag each property is specified using the tag
Property. Each Property has an attribute refProp-
erty that indicates the property ID to show and
an attribute setOnClick. The last attribute states
if that property must be binded to the user click
instead of being showed as a form of <Property,
Value>. This is useful, for instance, to control a
ceiling lamp with just one click.

An example of a grid is presented bellow.

<Grid Rows="2" Columns="2" ItemMargins="11">

<Item RefDevice="22" Row="0" Column="0"

QuickSettings="true" ShowName="true">

<PropertiesToShow>

<Property refProperty="1"

setOnClick="false"> </Property>

</PropertiesToShow>

</Item>

<Item RefDevice="1" Row="1" Column="0"

QuickSettings="false" ShowName="true"

BitmapDir="switch.png">

<PropertiesToShow>

<Property refProperty="1"

setOnClick="true"> </Property>

</PropertiesToShow>

</Item>

<Item RefDevice="26" Row="0" Column="1"
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Rowspan="2" QuickSettings="true"

ShowName="true">

<PropertiesToShow>

<Property refProperty="3"

setOnClick="true"> </Property>

<Property refProperty="1"

setOnClick="false"> </Property>

<Property refProperty="2"

setOnClick="false"> </Property>

</PropertiesToShow>

</Item>

</Grid>

The communication is also an important com-
ponent in the interface architecture and the IEEE
802.11 (WiFi) technology is used.This technology
is widely used even in household environments, so,
the user doesn’t need to invest in a new network
infrastructure.

The communication is asynchronous and uses the
UDP - User Datagram Protocol protocol. This pro-
tocol is lightweight, thus saving resources and con-
tributing to a higher performance solution.

In order to leverage the message processing in a
byte array form, a library was created. This library
includes many functionalities regarding the con-
struction of packets, such as the serialization and
serialization of messages, translating them from a
byte array into a object oriented approach and vice
versa, enables to check the message integrity, and
automatically fill control data such as the length of
the message. It also enables to quick set control
flags such as error or retransmission flag. Another
important feature is to determine the original mes-
sage from an ACK - Acknowledgment message.

In the interface a socket is registered using an IP
- Internet Protocol and a port (9001). This socket
is used to send and receive messages concurrently.
They are processed in parallel by a set of worker
threads. Each tread has is specific function and is
only notified when there is work to do. By this
way system resources can be saved, specially, pro-
cessor usage, thus improving battery life, which is
a very important concern in mobile devices. The
treads are responsible of receive, send, resend er-
ror messages and control which ones didn’t get an
acknowledgment.

In order to test the communication capabilities, a
simulator was built. The simulator emulates the de-
vices present in a DomoBus system and also works
as a Supervisor. It automatically sends notify mes-
sages if a device change is state. It also process in-
coming messages and changes the values of devices
properties.

In order to leverage the flexibility and to ease
the device controlling, the interface includes three

different operational modes which are Operational
Mode, Device Configuration Mode and General
Mode. The Operational Mode is one of the high-
lights of the interface and it was designed to work as
a substitute of the traditional controls on the wall.
The user specifies which devices he wants to control
and the interface is built based on those parameters.
If low cost tablets are used, a good approach would
be to have, ideally, one tablet on each division at
the place of the traditional controls. Instinctively,
when entering the division, the user clicks on the
specified control that controls the lightning. After
that he could take the tablet to a more comfortable
place and perform other actions.

As previously explained this interface ins config-
ured using a XML specification using a tag Grid.
This interface is meant to be simple and, ideally,
it would not be much more complex as the tradi-
tional switch configuration. This interface should
only include a few set controls that are commonly
used. The Figure 5 shows an example of this in-
terface mode using a grid of 4x2 and using an item
which occupies two rows using the property Rows-
pan=“2”.

Figure 5: Operational Mode

An interesting configuration would be when the
user configures every element to show only a back-
ground image and setting only one device property
as on click. This way the interface would be so sim-
ple that the user could perform a touch almost un-
consciously to change the property of a device such
as turn off the lights or change the air conditioner
mode to ventilate.

This is the only mode that allows the user to
access the Device Configuration Mode by clicking
on the small gear icon. The access to the General
Mode should not be accidental. In order to prevent
that the user must perform a along click in a free
area of the screen, such as in the item margins, and
a overlay is prompted. In that overlay, the user
must click in the corners of one of the diagonals.
It is important to understand that this mechanism
objective is not to block user access, but prevent
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accidental accesses from unexperienced users.

The Device Configuration Mode is an extension
to the control capabilities of a device. As an ex-
ample, a timer should be considered. If a user is
standing on a corridor and a timer is active, after
some predefined time, the lights will turn off. This
can be annoying to the user if he constantly needs
to turn on the lights again. With this mode the
user can override the device settings and specify
that, during a period of time, the timer will be off,
thus not turning off the lights. After that period
of time, the interface will notify the user and if he
don’t do anything, the interface will automatically
restore the configuration of the timer, if he do, he
can set a new time to ignore the settings. Since the
configurations are automatically restored, the user
can leave the place without worrying about restor-
ing the configurations.

This functionality give to the user a greater feel
of control of the system avoiding frustration situa-
tions.

Figure 6: Device Configuration Mode

The figure 6 represents this interface mode, show-
ing all properties of the device and also a set of con-
trols to set the time and to postpone or cancel the
action.

At last there is the General Mode that is simi-
lar to the systems available in the market. Within
this mode the user can access to any device of the
household and change its properties. This mode is
divided in two sections. On the left a navigation
menu is presented and is serves as a filter. On the
right side the list of devices is presented. In the be-
ginning, without any filtering, every device is shown
and the user can directly access it. By navigating
through the menu, the devices are filtered.

In order to facilitate the navigation process, the
user can filter the devices by Floors or by Services.
By default, the interface filter the devices by Floors
and then the use can continue through the divisions
an then to the devices. The Figure 7 shows this
interface mode, filtering the devices by Services.

Another functionality is to allow access the dif-

Figure 7: General Mode - Services

ferent Scenarios. In a domotic system, a scenario
represents a set of actions that are applied at cer-
tain situations. A simple example could be activate
a movie scenario where the user wants to turn off all
the lights of the living room, close the shutters and
turn on the TV. These scenarios are specified in the
system XML specification and can be as many as
the user needs.

4. Results

In order to evaluate the interface usability, a grout
of user tests was conducted. According to mathe-
matical models there is a relation between the num-
ber of used users for testing and the percentage of
discovered usability problems [7]. This model shows
that with a group of five users, 85% of the usability
problems are found. It recommends to follow an in-
teractive model for testing that consists of testing
with a group of five users and, at the end, imple-
ment the changes to solve the found issues. Then
test again with another group of five users and im-
plement changes, and so on. By this way the process
of testing is much more efficient than just testing
once with a larger group.

The interface test process was iterative and the
found problems were corrected, if possible, after
each iteration.

The interface was tested with thirteen users.
Since the interface could be used in a household
environment, the possible users could belong to dif-
ferent age groups. Because of that the selected user
group contains users from ages between 15 to 25
years old, 34 and 50 years old and between 70 and
72 years old. Seven of the users belong to the first
group and the others users belong to the other two
groups. From the first group only two weren’t fa-
miliar with the use of tablets despite having experi-
ence with other touchscreen devices. In the second
group only one of the users didn’t have any experi-
ence with touchscreen mobile devices. In the third
group, one of the users already had contact with
this kind of devices and other user didn’t had any
experience.
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The performed test includes a set of eight differ-
ent tasks and a set of three questions at the end
in order to get feedback from the users. The tasks
aimed to evaluate the time or the number of errors
for each task and also to obtain a critical opinion
relative to the difficulty of the task.

Table 1: Usability Test Results

After the analysis of the results the the table 1
was built.

In the table the unit of measure is indicated for
each test and it could be either in time in seconds
or the number of errors. In some tests, such as
the number 5 it is more useful to understand the
number of errors that the user performs in order to
get the time spent from the user in the task.

Relatively to the time and errors for each task the
values are relatively close to the expected values. As
an exception the tests number 2, 5 and 6, the values
were slightly worse that the expected, though they
still within the acceptable limits.

The test number 2 takes, on average 21.7 seconds
to be completed while the expected value should
be 15 seconds. A possible justification is the fact
that the users needed to access a menu in order to
filter the devices, and they spent a little more time
finding the correct place.

The test number 5 has, on average, 1.7 errors and
the expected value is 1 error. This is the test with
the highest number of errors. The task performed
aims to change from Operational Mode to General
Mode. The user needs to perform a long click in
a free screen area and then click on the edges of
one diagonal. This task is supposed to be slightly
difficult in order to avoid accidental Mode changes.
Because of this, the average error rate is completely
acceptable. Despite the average error value being

hinger than the expected, the mode value indicates
that the most users didn’t make any error in the
task.

The test number 6 aims to evaluate the user ease
of use with different property types in Operational
Mode. The average number of errors is 1.3 and
it is acceptable, considering the expectable value,
which is 1. The number of errors relates to the fact
that some users didn’t realize that the TV could be
controlled in that Mode and, because of that they
tried to access the General Mode. Just like the task
number 5, the mode value shows that the most of
the users didn’t make mistakes performing the task.

Regarding the ease of use, the tasks are rated
with values between 1 and 5. The number 1 cor-
responds to “Very Difficult” and the value 5 cor-
responds to “Very Easy”. The average values for
each task are above 4, which means that the tasks
were easy to perform. As an exception there are
the tests 5 and 8. The test number 5 has a value
of 3.8, that is close to 4, was complicated for some
users due to the previously mentioned issues. Also,
some users weren’t able to perform a precise click
thus considering the task more difficult.

The test number 8 was considered the most dif-
ficult. This test needed more steps in order to
be completed. The steps included accessing the
Device Configuration Mode, change the property
value, specify the time and to postpone the action.
In this test some users didn’t realize if it was needed
to press Postpone because the test didn’t specify
that directly.

Regarding highest and lowest values for
time/errors it can be concluded that there
are big differences between them. The same
happens regarding the ease of use where, in every
test, at last one user has considered them as “Very
Difficult” and at least one user considered them
as “Very Easy”. This very different values can
be explained easily if the different age groups are
considered. The group from 70 to 72 years old
considered the general usage to be more difficult.
Specially, one user, not because the interface is
complicated, but because of physical limitations.
The user had very little precision with his hands
and the use of a touchscreen device revealed to be
very difficult.

The tests included a set of three questions at the
end. The goal of the first question is to understand
which as the real issue that made the test difficult
to perform. The second aims to gather informa-
tion regarding one possible solution to ease the task
completion. Finally, the last question objective is
to collect information about general user opinion
about some details that they would like to change
and some new functionalities that they would like
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to include.
Regarding the two first questions, four users state

that, in the test number 5, it is difficult to change
the Mode due to the necessary precision at the click
and due to the fact that the process is not so intu-
itive. Some users state that, for a person with big-
ger fingers, it is complicated to have precision. To
improve the process of changing Mode, some users
suggest to create a dedicated area, such as, include
a dedicated button in one side of the screen.

Other users say that, in the test number 7, de-
spite being easy, they didn’t realize if the lamp
turned off due to the fact that the feedback isn’t the
best. The generated sound of click was not enough
for the users to understand that the action have
been performed. In a real scenario the real lamp
would actually turn off and the user would real-
ize that the action had been performed. Since the
tests were performed in a simulated environment,
the user perception is slightly degraded. Some users
suggested to change the background image on click,
in order to improve feedback.

Specially the older users state that, for them, it is
difficult to use a touchscreen device due to the lack
of precision. They suggest to increase the interface
controls size.

Some of them refer that the interface is not diffi-
cult to use and some situations are a little bit more
complicated due to the fact that it was the first
contact with the interface.

In the last question, in a general way, the users
contributed with enthusiasm and sated some inter-
esting ideas to improve the interface usability and
functionality. Some of the ideas include: adding a
more direct way to specify a value of scalar prop-
erties, such as using the keyboard; the enumer-
ated properties that represent the values on and
off could be represented with a special control such
as a switch; In the General Mode, instead of hav-
ing a menu, place directly the options in the menu
bar in order to ease the access; Add support for
fridge stocks; Implement a TV control that similar
to real, improving the interaction; Add support to
alarms related to intrusion detection and baby cry-
ing. Some other functionalities include being able
to visualize energetic consumption and estimate bill
values for electricity, gas and water; Allow to sched-
ule alerts regarding the maintenance of devices such
as air conditioners; Be able to use voice commands;
Create a exclusive Mode for security; Develop a ini-
tial tutorial to present the interface an its function-
alities.

5. Conclusions
Home automation has been growing in the last few
years. The lack of normalization in an initial phase
lead to the specification of many divergent proto-
cols. Those divergences brought issues regarding

interoperability between different systems. These
systems are, in general, not flexible either due to
their architecture or their user interfaces. Because
of those reasons solutions like DomoBus started to
emerge aiming to ease the interoperability between
different systems.

The DomoBus is a solution that is based on a
generic definition of a domotic system. This princi-
ple allows it to be highly flexible. It is decomposed
in two main levels: the supervision level and the
control level. The control level can integrate dif-
ferent technologies such as X10 and KNX. The su-
pervision level manages the whole system and it is
independent of protocols and devices since it uses a
generic specification to describe all the system com-
ponents.

It is crucial that it offers an attractive and func-
tional user interface in order to be accepted by
users. Because of that it was developed an user
interface for DomoBus. This interface aims to of-
fer innovative characteristics that are not present
in the market. those characteristics are its flexi-
bility and capacity of adapting to each user pref-
erences. In order to achieve that, it provides three
different operational modes among which the Op-
erational Mode that should be highlighted. This
mode allows the user to specify a set of controls
that will be represented in the screen and it could
replace the traditional wall switches. Tablets are
getting more and more affordable and it is viable
to replace the traditional controls such KNX. This
will improve the user experience and control over
its system.

The developed interface implements a well de-
fined protocol from DomoBus framework. Since
there are no current physical system implementa-
tion, a test emulator was built. This emulator sim-
ulates the system devices and it is able to send,
receive and process messages.

The development of this interface brought a new
flexible solution and completely adaptable to any
DomoBus system. This solution innovates by bring-
ing also a new approach for the use of mobile de-
vices such as the tablets in domotic systems. This
approach aims to replace the traditional controls
that can be more expensive and offer a lower func-
tionality.

This interface proved to be easy to use and func-
tional, like the users test showed. Despite that there
are some improvements and functionalities to im-
plement in the interface.

It was also possible to specify a XML definition
to customize the interface in a easy and flexible way.
This definition should be improved when new fea-
tures are added to the interface. A contribute for
the whole DomoBus system was also made since a
library was created to ease the message processing.
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The creation of a class structure that represents the
system specification is also important since other
applications can reuse them.

The presented solution contributes to a domotic
system conception that is robust and flexible, offer-
ing an user interface that is adaptable to each user
needs and at the same time functional.
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